Thank you for your participation in the Leadership Academy!
You requested an evaluation for attending a program, conference, seminar, etc. that was not listed
on the Leadership Academy schedule. Great job for taking ownership of your development! Please
respond as thoroughly as possible to the questions below.
Please provide a brief explanation of the event that you attended (what was it, where, when, what is the purpose of the event,
why did you attend, were you sponsored by any group, etc).

Please respond to the following statements about this submission to the Leadership Academy.
Not
ISLO: Communication
Slightly Moderately Considerably
at all

A great
deal

Does not
apply

This workshop will help me communicate more
effectively.













This workshop provided specific tools that will
aid in my creation, development, and
expression of ideas.













This workshop provided instruction on how to
tailor my communication toward my audience.













This workshop provided instruction on how to
improve my oral or written communication, or
both.













ISLO: Diverse Perspectives

Not
at all

Slightly

Moderately

Considerably

A great
deal

Does not
apply

This workshop provided an opportunity to
explore a perspective that is different from my
own.













This workshop helped me reflect on my own
perspective in comparison to another.













This workshop exposed me to the customs,
practices, and viewpoints of a culture, group,
or identity.













This workshop provided an opportunity to
obtain a factual knowledge of a perspective in
order to apply that knowledge to an interaction.













Not
at all

Slightly

ISLO: Ethical Reasoning

Moderately

Considerably

A great
deal

Does not
apply

This workshop will help me make and defend
reasonable, ethical judgments.













This workshop provided an opportunity to
recognize an ethical issue.













This workshop provided specific tools that will
help me critically evaluate ethical issues.













This workshop provided an opportunity to
evaluate my ethical position on an issue by
finding support for my position (with evidence,
ethical theories/ principles/ codes/ beliefs, etc.).













Not
at all

ISLO: Inquiry & Analysis

Slightly

Moderately

Considerably

A great
deal

Does not
apply

This workshop will engaged me with a process
of analyzing information.













This workshop provided specific tools that will
help me evaluate evidence.













This workshop provided instruction on how to
pose meaningful questions.













This workshop provided instruction on how to
draw conclusions based on evidence that has
been presented or evaluated.













Not
at all

ISLO: Quantitative Literacy

Slightly

Moderately

Considerably

A great
deal

Does not
apply

This workshop will help me interpret data to
solve problems, evaluate claims, or support my
decision making.













This workshop provided specific tools that will
evaluate data in applied scenarios.













This workshop demonstrated how to use data to
present findings.













This workshop provided a model which I can
use to more effectively present my own findings
with quantitative data.













Not
at all

ISLO: Teamwork

Slightly

Moderately

Considerably

A great
deal

Does not
apply

This workshop will help me collaborate
effectively in teams/ groups.













This workshop provided specific tools that will
help me be an effective group/ team member by
understanding my role, contributing to the
goals, and engaging in group decision making.













This workshop provided instruction on use
teamwork to accomplish group tasks.













This workshop provided instruction on use
teamwork to resolve conflict within groups/
teams while functioning effectively.













Please describe how this submission will impact your learning or your perspective regarding the topic(s).

Please tell us any additional information that you would like us to know regarding this Leadership Academy event.

Please write your ID # for event attendance credit. 918____________________
You will receive credit for the category that best fits according to your evaluation
(also based on what you need to fulfill).

